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Introduction. The notion of differentiations was generalized in many

directions. Among them we consider the approximate derivative and Cesaro

derivative. As the inverse of those derivatives, approximately continuous

Perron integral and CesΓiro-Perron integral are defined by J.C. Burkill [ΊΠ,

[2j, using the Perron method.

In the definitions of these integrals, he assumed the contintity property

of upper and lower functions. Recently S. Saks (3^} defined the ordinary

Perron integral without using any continuity property of the upper and

lower functions, and proved the continuity of the indefinite integral. Hence

it arises the problem, whether the notion of continuity of upper and lower

functions are superfluous in the Burkill integrals or not.

We will, in this paper, answer this problem affirmatively. By this, the

definition of the integrals becomes simply in some w.ay. In §1 we define the

approximately continuous Perron integral, or simply (ΛP)-integral and prove

the approximate continuity of the indefinite (AP)-integral. In §2 we define

the Cesaro-Perron integral, or simply (CP)-integral and prove the "Cesaro

continuity of the indefinite (CP)-integral.

1, The approximately continuous Perron integral or (^4P)-iiite^ral.

Theorem 1.1. If measursble function f(x) has a non-negative lower

approximate derivate at each point of [>> W, then/(α)<^/(δ).

.Proof. Since the lower approximate derivate of /(#) is non-negative at

x-a, AD /(«)^0, and then, for any small £(>0), the set

(1) S Ξ { * | / 0 0 - / 0 0 I ^~e(χ~a)}

has the point a as a point of density. For a given k (0<&<l), we can find

Xi sufficiently near a, such that

and that the set S has average density in O, #,) greater than k. Again

starting from xλ we can find x2 such that
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and that the set {ΛΓ|/(A:)—/(Λ;,)>—<S(Λ;—^)} has average density in (#„ x.)

greater than k. So that |SΛ(#i, ΛΓ2)ί >k\xΛ—Xι\. Thus proceeding, we get a

sequence {#«} which tends to ξ. If £• = &, the proof is completed. Let ξ<b.

Since the set S has average density greater than k in every intervals (#..*,

# Λ + J ) , if CΛΓΛ»—ΛΓΛ)/(f—JCΛ)>1—δ, then

Xm — Xn

>ft(l-8), that is lim

Hence the set S has not ξ as a point of dispersion. If we assume

then £ is not the point of dispersion of the set

So
which contradicts the hypotnesis. Consequently

that is

Since £ is arbitrary, we have/(6) >/(«).

Definition 1.1. U(x) CL(x)^\ is termed upper £loweθ function of a mea-

surable fix) in {a, W, provided that

(1)

(2) AD U(x)> — oo f 3 5 L(Λ:)<M-OOJ at each point #,

(3) AD C/CΛ:) ̂ f(x) (AD L(x) Sf(.xΏ at each point x.

Theorem 1.2. The function U(x)—L(x) is increasing and non-negative.

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.1.

Definition 1.2. If
(1) f(x) has upper and lower functions in [>? b~}.

(2) l.u.b. ( ) g

then f{x) is termed integrable in the approximate Denjoy-PeϊTon sence or

(AP)-integrable. The common value (2) of the two bounds is called the

definite (AP)-integral of /(A) and denoted by (AP) I Rx)dx.
• J a

Theorem 1.3. If /(#) is (AP)-integrable in (a, b^}, then fix) is also in

every interval (a, ΛQ, a^x^b.

Proof. This is evident by Theorem 1.2.
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Theorem 1.4. The indefinite integral F(x) = (AP) I f(t)dt is approxi-

mately continuous.

Proof. For any £>0, there exist U(x) and L(x) such that

(1) 0<>lK%)-F(x)Sβ> 0<F(x)-L(x)Sβ,
(2) AD U(x) > - 00, ~AU L(x) < 4- 00.

Hence the theorem is immediate.

Theorem 1.5. F(x) is approximately differentiate almost eveywhere

and AD F(x)^fζx), a. e.

Proof. For any £>0. we can take an U(x) sucn as

U(b)- L(by<€\
Since H(x)-U(x)—F(x) is increasing, F'(x) exists almost everywhere and

I {x IF (x) ><5}|<<?.
So that

AD U(x)^F'(x) + ADF(x), a.e.

and
AD F(X)> — GO. a.e.

Since
AD F(x)^ AD

except a set of <?-measure? we have
AD F(x)^f(x), a.e.

Similarly, using lower functions, we get

AD F(x)<^f(x), a.e.
Thus we have AD F(x)=f(x), a.e.

2. The Cesaro-Perron integral or ('CP)-integral
Definition 2.2. We put

f(x)dx,

where the integral is taken in the restricted Denjoy sense.
If lim C(/;#o>#o+A)=/(*b)-> tnen/(#) is termed Cesaro-continuous at x(].

Definition 2.2. If CD /Qr0) = CD f(x0), where

Πm {C(f;xo,Xo+h)~f(xo)}/^~h = CiJ f(x0),

then f(x) is called Ceearo differentiate at xΰ and we denote the common

value by CD f(x0).

Theorem 2.1. If CZ)/U)^0 at each point in ιa, b'}, then we have

Proof. Since CD /

(1) ίC(f;a, x)~f(a)}/~~(x~a)>-
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for all a<Lx<ίx0, where .%, is sufficiently near a. If we denote the line

y—/(#) = — £('#— #)> by /,, then, for all x in a<x<xih there exists an ^ such

that the point {xλ1 /Cxi)} lies above the line /,. For, if not so,

'—τr\ (t-a) dt=-£, (a<a+h<x»).
- pa+

That is,

{C(f;a:x)~f(a)}/ ^ (x-a)<-£,

which contradicts (1).

Thus we can find an χτ sufficiently near a, such as

(2) Λ*,)

(2Ί CCA a, xό-fcay>—~

Similarly we can find an x2 near χl9 such that

(3.) f(xD-f(Xi)>~^Cx2~

C3') CCA χι,χΌ-fCχ^>—g

Thus proceeding, we find a sequence {xn} which tends to ξ. If ξ-b, the

proof is completed. We suppose that ξ<b. Then by (2), (3), , we have

(4) CCA X'»,Xu) -fCa)>C(f; xM,Xn)

and by (2'), (3'), , we have

(5)

Using the inequality

and (5), we have

(6) Γ" At)dt-
J Xtn,

From (4) and (6), we have

CCA Xm, Xn)—fCa)>—€CXn — a) 2~^CXn~Xm).

That is

(7) CCA Xm, ξ)-fCa)>-€Cx,»-a)--!Γ£Cξ-x»O

Since jCD fCξ)>0, we have

C ξ )(8) CCAXm,ξ)fCξ)>

for sufficiently large m. By (7) and (8)
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that is

Consequently

f(b)-f(a)>~£(b-a)7

that is

Definition 2.3. U(x) ζL(x)j is termed upper [lowerj function of a

measurable f(x), provided that if

(1) U(a)^0 CL(a)^0j,

(2) CD £/Gτ)>-ooCCZ) L(x)<-\-ooj at each point x,

(3) CD UCx^ΛxXCl) L(#)S/(#;O at each point x.

Theorem 2.2. U(x)—L(x) is increasing and non-negative.

Proof. This is evident from Theorem'2.1.

Thus we can develope Cesaro-Perron scale of integration by the usual

method. This (CP)-integral has the following properties. The proof is done

analogously as in §1.

Theorem 2.3. If /GO is (CP)-integrable in O>W> then/Ot) is so also in

any subinterval.

Theorem 2.4. The indefinite integral F(x)~(CD) J f(t) dt is Cesaro-con-

tinuous.

Theorem 2.5. Fix) is CesAro-derivable almost everywhere and

=-f(x), a.e.
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